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The Rainbow Project
Funded by the Information, Linkages & Capacity Building Grant under the Department of Social Services (Cth)

Build partnerships with existing LGBTQIA+ organisations and services to
improve accessibility and awareness of the specific needs of Deaf &
hard of hearing people who identify as LGBTQIA+
Develop resources using Auslan first approach
Create opportunities for Deaf LGBTQIA+ community to connect 
Identify and foster Deaf LGBTQIA+ leadership and establish peer
network for project sustainability.

Aims of the Rainbow Project:



LGBTQIA+ - what does this mean?
L - Lesbian
G - Gay
B - Bisexual
T - Transgender
Q - Queer
I - Intersex
A - Asexual
+ - Other sexually or gender diverse people

The Alphabet Mafia



Gender relates to a person's identity and self-expression. 
It also refers to a broader range of characteristics that sits
outside the gender binary.

Wait, what is gender binary?
It's based on the societal belief system of male and female
gender identities that comes with a set of gendered roles and
expectations.

So, what is gender?



IDENTITY

ATTRACTION

SEX

EXPRESSION

GENDERBREAD
PERSON



What's the deal with pronouns?

Pronouns are a way to refer to people without naming
them, according to their gender identity. They're a

great way to acknowledge people's gender identity in
a respectful way. 



Are there more than two
pronouns??



They/them - pronoun?

Generally, they/them are referred to more than two people
or to refer to someone without revealing their gender. 
However, in this context, they/them are also used as
pronouns for those who do not identify with she/her, he/him
or other pronouns. They/them can also be mixed up with
other pronouns such as she/they or he/they. 



How can I be a good ally?How can I be a good ally?

Kath and Frankie are participating in a group discussion.
Frankie recently came out as non-binary and goes by the
pronouns of they/them. Kath isn't familiar with this but
wants to support Frankie in the best way she can.
Kath introduces Frankie to the group and accidently
misgenders them with using 'she/her'. 
How can Kath rectify her error?



How can I be a good ally?How can I be a good ally?

Kath realises her error and corrects herself by saying 
"I'm sorry, I meant they..." and moves on with the
conversation. 
Kath shows she is supportive of Frankie by correcting her
error and moving forward.



Educate & empower yourself
Be visible
Listen with empathy
Be accountable
Call out inappropriate behaviour
Be inclusive
Be aware of your space & privilege

How can I be a good ally?



ALLY
is a verb




